
Meaningful learning, anywhere.

When classrooms use Seesaw, students have the tools they need 

to access meaningful learning experiences anywhere they sign in 

to Seesaw. When school has to close unexpectedly, learning does 

not stop.
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The best way for students to sign in to the Class app at home is 
with Home Learning Codes. Created specifically for home 
learning, codes are unique to each student and protect privacy 
while students learn from home.

Get Home Learning Codes

Here’s How

On a computer, sign in and open Class 
Settings (the wrench top right).

Under the Students section, click Home 
Learning Student Codes > Choose to print 
PDFs or download a CSV.

Share codes with students, making sure each 
student only receives their own code. 

Support students to sign in with their Home 
Learning Code by sharing the ‘Sign in with a 
code’ video here. 

Learn more about Home Learning Codes here.

You Might Be Wondering...

You do not need to change your class 
sign in mode. 

Once signed in with a Home Learning 
Code, students stay signed in for a year. 

https://youtu.be/anC02aMTNxo
https://help.seesaw.me/hc/en-us/articles/360045960531-What-are-Home-Learning-Codes-


Assign Learning Experiences

Plan for synchronous time with students 
using a video call platform of your choice. 
Assign Seesaw Activities for students to 
complete asynchronously.

Virtually teach a standard or skill via your preferred video call platform.

Choose a consistent time each day or week to assign Activities, so students 
and families know when to expect new learning tasks.

Assign Seesaw Activities! Find ready-to-assign remote learning Activities at 
web.seesaw.me/curriculum. Watch free on-demand training to learn more 
about creating and assigning Activities at web.seesaw.me/training.

Leave comments on student posts with encouragement or feedback.

Here’s How

Make a Remote Learning Plan
Questions to Consider

How will you support students who may not have access to devices or internet at home?

What core classroom routines (e.g. morning meeting) can you continue remotely?

Which Seesaw Activities will be required and which will be optional?

When is each Seesaw Activity due?

How often will you provide feedback on posts (e.g. via comments)?

How will you celebrate hard work, growth, and community while apart?

https://web.seesaw.me/curriculum
https://web.seesaw.me/training


Support Families

Send families a message in a Seesaw Announcement or your 
established mode of communication so they know what to 
expect. As remote learning continues, keep families in the loop 
with updates, ideas, and resources for supporting their child.

SUBJECT: Support Your Child to Learn at Home with Seesaw

Hi *SCHOOL NAME* Families,

While our school campus is closed, we will use Seesaw for home learning. Seesaw helps us work together 

to keep learning going at home. We will use Seesaw to share learning activities and resources as well as

communicate about progress.

Help your child sign in to the Seesaw CLASS app at home:

1. Download the Seesaw Class app or go to app.seesaw.me on a web browser.

2. Your child signs in with the provided Home Learning Code. Click ‘I’m a Student’ and scan the QR code or 

type in the text code.

For help getting your child signed in, follow these steps: https://seesaw.pub/SignInCode.

We’ll assign Seesaw Activities for your child to complete at home. Make sure your child checks the 

Activities tab for new Activities!

If you have any questions, please reach out!

Sample Message to Families

https://seesaw.pub/SignInCode


Remote Learning FAQs

Why can’t my students sign in at home the same way they sign in while in class?

Our official recommendation is to use Home Learning Codes when students sign in to the Class app at 

home. Home Learning Codes are unique to each student. They protect privacy by ensuring students only 

see their own work without you needing to adjust any settings. If you want students to sign in with email, 

Google, Clever, or ClassLink at home, you must turn OFF ‘Students can see each other’s work’ in Class 

Settings. Students should never use a Class Code to sign in at home, because it gives them access to 

other students’ Journals.

If I use Home Learning Codes, do I need to change my class sign in mode?

You do not need to change any settings to use Home Learning Codes. One benefit of using Home Learning 

Codes is that students can go back and forth using Seesaw at home and at school without you needing to 

change any settings.

Do students need a different Home Learning Code for each class?

For teachers using Free Seesaw or Seesaw Plus, students will need a Home Learning Code for each class. 

We recommend students print and hang their QR codes in their learning space for easy access. For 

teachers using Seesaw for Schools, students only need one Home Learning Code.

Do students have access to all the same features and tools if they sign in with Home 
Learning Codes?

Students can post to their Journal, respond to Activities, comment on their own posts, and see 

comments from the teacher. The only thing they cannot do when they sign in with Home Learning Codes is 

see or comment on each other’s work. This is to protect privacy while students are at home.

Why can’t students just use the Family app at home?

The Family app is for families to see their child’s work and communicate with the teacher. Students cannot 

respond to Activities or post to their Journals from the Family app. 

Help! My students Home Learning Codes aren’t working!

Make sure students are signing in to the Class app, NOT the Family app. Then make sure students are 

typing the text code correctly and/or holding the QR code far enough away so the entire code is scanned. 




